
JAZZ 

THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
with the support of CASELLA WINES
presents

ITALIAN JAZZ EVENING
a musical evening encounter with 
Italian Jazz and Italian Jazz exponents 
in Melbourne.

Featuring the Rob Severini Trio and 
special guest Trumpeter Gianni Marinucci

THURSDAY 5 FEBRUARY, 7.30PM-9.30PM
at
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE
233 Domain Rd, South Yarra

An exciting new initiative for 2009 is the introduction of jazz evenings at the Italian 
Institute of Culture premises in Domain Rd., South Yarra. Featuring the Rob Severini 
Trio, the aim of these evenings is to enjoy some fine jazz music while relaxing and 
socialising in an intimate atmosphere. 
The point of departure of Rob Severini’s Jazz Experience is the jazz double bass 
tradition (Ray Brown, Rufus Reed, Ron Carter, etc.) with an open-minded approach to 
multiculturalism and his own musical heritage.
Trumpeter/Educator Gianni Marinucci is an active member of the jazz scene in 
Melbourne Australia and has a number of recordings to his credit. His approach to the 
trumpet is a mirror of Chet Baker’s relaxed, intimate laid back style.

The cost of admission includes a glass of wine and snacks. Further drinks will be 
available at bar prices. Come and enjoy the music, relax and interact with Melbourne’s 
artists and other lovers of Italian Jazz.

Tickets are $14 general admission, $10 for Italian Institute members and students.  
For bookings and further information please contact (03) 9820 2054

MUSIC FESTIVAL
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE
supports 

ORGANS OF THE BALLARAT GOLDFIELDS

FRIDAY 9 JANUARY - SUNDAY 18 JANUARY
in Ballarat and the region.

Furthermore, there will be two post-festival recitals by the world 
renowned group, the Interpreti Veneziani:

MONDAY 19 JANUARY, 8pm 
SACRED HEART CATHEDRAL, Bendigo 
and
WEDNESDAY 21 JANUARY, 8pm 
TOORAk UNITING CHURCH, 603 Toorak Rd,Toorak

MUSIC CONCERT
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
with the support of CASELLA WINES
presents

“VARIE... ETÀ DI NApOLI”
an evening of Neapolitan songs and melodies featuring 
ANNAMARIA COLASANTO accompanied by RAFFAELE BASSO on guitar

THURSDAY 19 FEBRUARY, 7.30PM
at
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE
233 Domain Rd, South Yarra

JAZZ ANd POETRY
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
with the support of CASELLA WINES
presents

ITALIAN JAZZ AND pOETRY EVENING: 
a blending of two art forms 

Featuring the Rob Severini Trio and 
special guest Mimmo Mangione

THURSDAY 5 MARCH, 7.30PM-9.30PM
at
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE
233 Domain Rd, South Yarra

PRESENTATION
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
and the Victorian College of the Arts 
present

“THE SOUND OF FUTURISM”
A presentation by MAESTRO LUCIANO CHESSA

FRIDAY 20 MARCH, 1pm – 2pm
at
FEDERATION HALL
VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
GRANT ST, SOUTHBANK

The Organs of the Ballarat Goldfields Festival, now in its fourteenth year, showcases 
fine music in midsummer with a wonderful mix of gifted Australian and international 
musicians, composers, instruments and musical periods, in a exceptional program of 
high quality recitals, full of variety and interest. 
The Artistic Director, Sergio de Pieri OAM, and the Assistant Director, Judith Houston 
OAM, have assembled a rich, stimulating and exciting series to delight and educate 
audiences yet again. 

For those who cannot make it to the Ballarat region, please note that as part of the music 
program for the festival, Venice’s celebrated master musicians Interpreti Veneziani 
will be performing two post-festival recitals outside of the region on the dates shown 
above.

Tickets can be booked online at www.ballarat.com/organs where all details are to 
be found. phone 0429 327 097 if online booking is not possible. 

Annamaria Colasanto and Raffaele Basso will present a panorama of timeless 
Neapolitan melodies that have passed through history without compromise, in 
that even today they still maintain the freshness of originality. This musical evening 
will be a journey across the ages and the composers in the simplest and yet 
enchanting way possible by voice and guitar. 

Tickets are $14 general admission, $10 for Italian Institute members and 
students. For bookings and further information please contact (03) 9820 2054

Expanding on the exciting new initiative for 2009, this jazz evening will feature musical 
commentary and interpretations by the Rob Severini Trio of recitals of Italian poetry. This 
meeting of Italian poetry and jazz will delight lovers of both art forms as we present a 
selection of poems accompanied by specially chosen jazz tunes. 

Mimmo is from the Melbourne-based Italian theatre company Commeartefo’. He is a 
theatre director and actor who has been involved in the organisation and presentation 
of various theatre productions in Australia for over 20 years. 

The cost of admission includes a glass of wine and snacks. Further drinks will be 
available at bar prices. Come and enjoy the blend of music and poetry, relax and interact 
with the artists and musicians.

Tickets are $14 general admission, $10 for Italian Institute members and students.  
For bookings and further information please contact (03) 9820 2054 

Luciano Chessa presents a compelling array of experimental works including his own Louganis (2007) 
for piano and TV/VCR combo (video by Terry Berlier), Nodas (2008) for solo Vietnamese dan bau, Sul 
piano. Per Giuseppe, in memoriam ... (2007), Chronicle Hotel (2008) for Vietnamese dan bau, pianos 
and video projection. He also performs Giuseppe Chiari’s Do (1951), Ramón Sender Barayón’s Chants 
and Songs from Being of the Sun (1973) and an excerpt from Francesco Cangiullo’s explosive Futurist 
sound poem Piedigrotta (1916).

As a composer, pianist, and musical saw / Vietnamese dan bau soloist, Luciano Chessa has been 
active in Europe and the U.S.A.

Free Admission with limited seating   RSVp essential on: (03) 9820 2054

Acclaimed Italian composer and musicologist Luciano Chessa will give an enlightening talk about 
Futurism, and presents a reading of some Futurist sound poetry to celebrate the anniversary of the 
Manifesto del Futurismo  (Manifesto of Futurism). Published in Le Figaro newspaper in 1909 and written 
by poet and impresario Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, the Manifesto del Futurismo is the act of foundation 
of the Futurist movement. It provides a concise collection of thoughts and intentions concerning art 
and its future, but it also helps us greatly to understand Italian culture in the years before World War I.

Luciano also discusses Luigi Russolo, painter, and creator of Futurism’s most original musical 
contribution, The Art of Noises, and plays excerpts from his work, shows blueprints of his instruments 
and talks about the influence of Leonardo da Vinci in Russolo’s construction projects.

Free Admission with limited seating  RSVp essential on: (03) 9820 2054

THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
in collaboration with 
THE SARDINIAN CULTURAL ASSOCIATION and the 
MIA MIA ABORIGINAL ART GALLERY
is proud to present

“DOVE FIORISCE IL ROSMARINO” 
LA pITTURA MURALE SARDA AGLI ANTIpODI
A presentation by the Italian muralist Giorgio polo 
(in English)

TUESDAY 17 MARCH 7:30 pm
at
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE
233 Domain Rd, South Yarra

Acclaimed Italian muralist Giorgio Polo will mark the launch in Melbourne of his project 
“The Continuing Journey / Il Viaggio Continuo” with a presentation at the Italian Institute 
of Culture. The project will see the realization of a mural in the Banyule council – Rosanna 
area by Giorgio, working in conjunction with local students and aboriginal artists, which will 
invoke themes of emigration, the land, and the new generations.
The project is being undertaken as part of an initiative by the Sardinian Cultural Association 
and the Region of Sardinia to present important aspects of contemporary Sardinian art 
(practically unknown in Australia) through collaboration with local communities. The initiative 
is called “Dove fiorisce il rosmarino” (“Where the rosemary flowers”) which is the name of 
a celebrated song by Fabrizio De Andrè dedicated to Sardinia. 
During the launch the Mia Mia Aboriginal Art Gallery will offer for silent auction an 
aboriginal painting, with all proceedings going to the “My Room” charity for the Children’s 
Cancer Centre at the Royal Children’s Hospital.

N.B. A photographic exhibition of Giorgio Polo’s works will be on display at the Institute 
from Wednesday 18th March to Friday 3rd April 2009. 

Gold coin donation on entry for charity.  RSVp essential on: (03) 9820 2054

The Castlemaine State Festival will kick-off on 27 March 2009 and run for 10 action-
packed days during which well-loved performance genres and new festival initiatives 
will be on offer. It will feature a range of classical and contemporary music, and live 
theatre in Castlemaine’s historic theatres and halls as well as in unique venues including 
mines, churches, parklands and public sites. For lovers of poetry, the Festival will feature 
some of Australia’s leading poets in a series of readings, conversations and other 
special events.
This year’s programme features two acts from Italy, a piano recital by Roberto Cominati 
and saxophonist/composer Massimo Cavallaro’s “Terra Che Brucia”.

Tickets can be booked online at www.castlemainefestival.com.au where all details 
are to be found.
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MUSIC CONCERT
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
and the Victorian College of the Arts 
present

“CHRONICLE HOTEL”
MAESTRO LUCIANO CHESSA IN CONCERT

FRIDAY 20 MARCH, 7:30 pm
at
FEDERATION HALL
VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
GRANT ST, SOUTHBANK

MUSIC FESTIVAL
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE
supports 

THE CASTLEMAINE STATE FESTIVAL

FRIDAY 27 MARCH - SUNDAY 5 APRIL
at
Various venues in and around Castlemaine,
Central Victoria
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ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE MELBOURNE 

Elm Tree House
233 Domain Road, South Yarra Vic 3141

Australia

Telephone 03 9866 5931 / 9820 2054

Facsimile 03 9867 3696

iicmelbourne@esteri.it

www.iicmelbourne.esteri.it

Italian Government Cultural Office

ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSES
The Italian Institute of Culture in Melbourne runs courses for adults and children at all levels of tuition. They are conducted by mother 
tongue teachers qualified to teach Italian Language and Culture to foreign students.

INTENSIVE COURSES   TERM 1 COURSES
January 5th – January 23rd 2009  February 2nd – April 20th 2009 

LANGUAGE COURSES

BEGINNERS (level 1, 2, 3, 4) Focus: Use of social interaction in familiar context
Our four beginner levels enable students to give and receive personal information in both spoken and written forms. Besides teaching 
basic grammar and vocabulary, these classes provide a general overview of Italian culture.
INTERMEDIATE (level 1 and 2) Focus: Spoken & written communication beyond familiar situations
Our two intermediate levels will help students to improve their communication skills and reach a more fluent use and comprehension of 
written and spoken language. Italian cultural topics such as cinema, art and literature will be discussed. Each level is designed to take one 
year and is divided into four sub-levels (a, b, c, d,); each sub-level lasts one term (three months).
ADVANCED (level 1 and 2) Focus: Consolidation of the knowledge of Italian language and culture
Our two advanced course levels are aimed at perfecting your Italian written and spoken skills. Through the analysis of idiomatic expression 
and syntactical structures, you will expand your knowledge of the language as well as revising the most difficult aspects of Italian 
grammar. Each course comprises thematic areas, such as Art, Society, History and Geography, which illustrate socio-cultural tendencies of 
contemporary and ancient Italy. Each level is designed to take one year. 

CULTURE COURSES

NEW!   ATTUALITA’ E CULTURA
This course is suitable for students that have already reached an advanced level of competence in Italian and would like to deepen their 
knowledge of Italian culture. Authentic documents such as media text and literature works are analyzed and discussed during classes.
NEW!   A VOYAGE THROUGH ITALY
Through the use of magazine articles and images, this course offers an exciting journey through particular Italian historical and touristic 
sites, discovering local traditions from the charming northern regions to the beautiful regions of southern Italy. The teacher will provide 
students with articles taken from the cultural Italian magazine “Bell’Italia”.
NEW!   CINEMA (in Italian)
Students will watch film masterpieces and learn interesting information about Italian cinema and culture, as well as practising Italian. The 
screening of each movie will be preceded by an overview of its director, actors, historical period and main themes. There are two courses 
offered, which will focus on the genres ‘commedia all’italiana’ and Italian neo-realism.

CONVERSATION COURSES

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED CONVERSATION 
Conversation classes, suitable for intermediate and advanced level students, take place on a weekly basis. A specific theme is focused 
upon each week, including Gastronomy, Art, Fashion, contemporary Italian/Australian issues and History. 
NEW!    BASIC ITALIAN ASSISTED CONVERSATION COURSE (intensive and standard course)
This course is suitable for those who have already achieved an elementary knowledge of Italian (20 h of studying) and wish to advance 
their speaking and listening skills in order to improve pronunciation and comprehension, as well as build fluency and confidence.

SPECIALIZEd COURSES

NEW!   ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE FOR DIALECT SPEAKERS
This course, comprehensive of all formal Italian language learning aspects, takes into consideration the peculiar situation of dialect 
speakers and is aimed at encouraging students to rediscover their origins, as well as appreciate modern Italian culture.  
NEW!   ITALIAN FOR JUNIORS
Through a lively and creative program, juniors (7-11) will experience a full
immersion into an Italian environment where they will enjoy a wide range of activities, including games, song and role-play. The lessons 
are guided by qualified teachers who specialize in child education.
NEW!   COOKERY COURSES 
This course will teach you how to prepare traditional genuine Italian dishes quickly and with ease; a real celebration for both your taste 
buds and your well-being! (lessons available both in Italian and English). Each meeting will be followed by a lunch/dinner of the specialty 
prepared during the lesson, including a glass of wine kindly offered by Casella Wines. All the ingredients will be provided by the Italian 
Institute of Culture.

ITALIAN IN dEPTH

NEW!  AN INTRODUCTION TO READING AND WRITING IN ITALIAN (intensive and standard course)
Through this course, suitable for at least beginner 1 students (20 h of studying), you will learn to recognize and use the key structures of 
written Italian and to read fluently in Italian.
NEW!   CONSOLIDATION LESSONS (intensive course)
Aimed to revise the most difficult aspects of Italian grammar, this course is a good opportunity to delve into particular grammatical topics 
that are not usually deeply analyzed during the standard language course. 
NEW!  ITALIAN FOR TRAVELLERS (intensive and standard course)
This course offers the best preparation for a full immersion into Italian life. Lessons will take place in a relaxed and enjoyable environment, 
providing the students with the basics of grammar and vocabulary in order to communicate in simple everyday situations.

STANDARD TERM 1 COURSE FEES
$275 adults/$255 concession for students (up to 25 years of age) and pensioners  
ITALIAN FOR TRAVELLERS 
20 hour intensive course in January; standard in Term 1 $295/$ 275 concession (Textbook included:  Lonely Planet, Italian phrasebook, + 2 cd) 
BASIC ITALIAN ASSISTED CONVERSATION COURSE 
8 hour intensive course in January $110/$100 concession
20 hour standard course in Term 1 $275 adults/$255 concession
AN INTRODUCTION TO READING AND WRITING IN ITALIAN 
16 hour intensive course in January; standard in Term 1 $220/$210 concession
CONSOLIDATION LESSONS 
16 hour intensive course in January $220/$210 concession
COOKERY COURSES TERM 1
$390/$ 370 concession- 6 lessons; $200 - 3 lessons

All students have access to the library in order to borrow books and multimedia materials. They can also receive discounted 
tickets for the cultural events organized by the Institute in collaboration with other institutions such as theatres, museums and 
galleries.

PRIVATE LESSONS
Individual classes are available at $50.00 per hour. Payment should be made in advance by credit card, eftpos, cash or cheque. To arrange 
an individual class please contact the Institute.

OFFICIAL CERTIFICATION OF ITALIAN PROFICIENCY
Each year the Italian Institute of Culture administers the Certifications of Italian Language, which are qualifications in Italian language proficiency 
officially recognized by Italian and European Universities, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Italian Ministry of Education. For further 
information please refer to our web site.

For classes details and enrolment please contact the Italian Institute of Culture ph (03) 9866 5931 
or email iicmelbourne@esteri.it 
www.iicmelbourne.esteri.it
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